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“Investing on high speed radio access networks (RANs): 
The challenges that need to be faced in order to get high 

returns on investment”.
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RANs: …from Mobile Telephony to Mobile Internet...

According to Ericsson*, the 6-year CAGR for mobile data is expected to be 39%, most to be serviced by LTE technology…

*Source : Ericsson Mobility Report 2018



It is true… Mobile Network Operators are turning into Mobile-ISPs

The mobile data demand is presently driven by the OTTs, while new content providers will push this demand way further…

*Source : Ericsson Mobility Report 2018



Application coverage should be the target for any Mobile ISP…

Streaming and HD video require network speeds that are above a certain threshold in order to be successfully performed…

*Source : Ericsson Mobility Report 2018



LTE & LTE-A technology supports high speed connectivity…

It is true, LTE technology supports high speed connectivity, but you also need to account it’s highly sensitive radio interface…



Let’s see why theory does not meet practise…

Unfortunately, due to the imperfect antenna radiation patterns and the physical RF attenuation over distance, you get…



The LTE radio base stations that offer coverage…

A snapshot of users (yellow dots) in the geographical coverage area of our example, are serviced by 7 LTE radio base stations…



The LTE radio base stations offer “different” coverage…

A snapshot of users (red / green dots) in the geographical coverage area experience bad (red) & good (green) radio conditions…



LTE radio base stations offer “NO” or “BAD” data coverage to some…

Red dot users in the geographical coverage area experience “no” or “bad” internet service from these LTE radio base stations…

*Source : Ericsson



So we have to make the RED dots GREEN… or make GREEN as many as possible

There is only one way to make the GREEN dots as many a possible: optimize the radio conditions (SNR) in the coverage area…

Case Study 1: 3skelion Case Study 2: Azimuth-SON



CASE STUDY 1: 3skelion Systems

Feeding the in-ship repeaters with “clean” radio after scanning, detecting & auto selecting the direction of the optimum donor…



CASE STUDY 1: 3skelion Systems

There was so much “room” on the sea-route, that performed tests, over-doubled the average network speeds…



CASE STUDY 2: Azimuth-SON

Auto Scaning Azimuth direction in time, selecting according to best Radio conditions, optimizing performance in real time…

Not any more…FIXED Azimuths?



CASE STUDY 2: Azimuth-SON

Optimisation results define the return on Investement…

Data Performance

+35,01%
Voice Performance

+13,48%
DCR%

-18,45%
AFR%

-26,04%



Call us to discuss…

FASMETRICS SA, www.fasmetrics.com 


